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Southern Leyte FA
remains resilient
amid adversity

Director Mula visits
OccMin to further
improve SAAD projects
by Dianne Francis A. Sy
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20 Catanduanes poultry
raisers earn Php 46k
from DA-SAAD’s duck
project
by Jovinel M. Gianan
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Bitter taste, sweet
success: Ampalaya
sweetens up
Toboso coop’s income
by Christ John Gamarcha

Thirty (30) members of the Pasto
Agrarian Reform Cooperative (PARC)
from Barangay Magticol, Toboso,
Negros Occidental earned a gross
income of Php 16,920 after harvesting
211 kilograms (kg) of ampalaya (bitter
gourd). Featured, p. 6

EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES

16 FAs in Sarangani and Sultan
Kudarat benefit from DA-SAAD’s
livestock projects
by Aisa L. Tina, Jennifer A. Valcobero
SOCCSKSARGEN, February 23, 2022 - Various livestock interventions
worth Php 884,284 were provided to 16 farmers’ associations in Sultan
Kudarat and Sarangani during the simultaneous distribution by the
Department of Agriculture’s Special Area for Agricultural Development
(DA-SAAD) Program on February 9, 16, and 18. continue to p. 3

Kalinga FA receives
upgraded goat stocks from
DA-SAAD CAR
by Sheen Dayagon

KALINGA, February 21, 2022 Coinciding with the objective
of the 161 strong Romualdez
Farmers’ Association (RFA) of
establishing a goat multiplier
farm, 25 heads of purebred
Anglo-Nubian goat composed
of 20 females and 5 males were
provided by the Department
of Agriculture – Special Area for
Agricultural Development (DASAAD) program in the Cordillera
Administrative Region (CAR) as
an upgrade of the previously
delivered native goat stocks.

The intervention is part of
the Integrated Lowland
Vegetable, Fruit Trees, and
Goat Production Project
worth Php 1,250,000 funded
by the program under FY
2021.
Since the group is gearing
up on the establishment of
a goat multiplier farm, a
pure breed was procured to
produce upgraded goats that
will allow them to earn more.
continue to p. 4

DA-SAAD 7 to
speed up project
implementation
in 2022
by Jolina Daño
CEBU CITY, February 8, 2022 The Department of Agriculture
-Special Area for Agricultural
Development (DA-SAAD)
Program-Central Visayas held a
three-day Assessment and
Planning Workshop to evaluate
implemented projects and
prepare for future development
in the region.“Our aim is to
speed up the implementation
of the DA-SAAD program in
2022.” continue to p. 2
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16 Cotabato FAs
benefit from
DA-SAAD’s
native goat
project
by Aisa L. Tina, Jennifer A. Valcobero
COTABATO, February 8, 2022 - Sixteen (16)
farmers’ associations (FA) in Cotabato received
217 native goats under the FY 2021 Native Goat
Dispersal Project of the Department of Agriculture’s
Special Area for Agricultural Development (DASAAD) Program on February 7, 2022.
The goats (201 does, 16 bucks), which range from
18 months to two years old will be raised by the
354 members for meat and milk production. The
project which included drugs and biologics
amounted to Php 1,725,600.
Prior to the delivery, the small
ruminants were dewormed and
made sure to be free of Caprine
Arthritis Encephalitis (CAE) as
well as Brucella.
The beneficiaries came from
the municipalities of Makilala,
Kidapawan, Arakan, President
Roxas, Magpet, Antipas, Tulunan,
and M’lang which areas are
suitable for goat raising.

DA-SAAD 7 to speed up project...from p. 1

scan to see Region 7 FY
2021 Annual Agriculture
Sector Fund Utilization

Ms. Montecillo discussed
that one of the opportunities
identified in the low
disbursement rate is the
lack of foresight in project
implementation such as with
Infrastructure projects wherein
documents like a deed of
donations, road right of way,
and other pertinent documents
must first be considered prior
to project implementation.
To speed up the program
execution, Ms. Montecillo
highlighted the importance of
open communication and
creating a timeline to help
address the concerns that
hamper the speedy
implementation.
“Being mindful of the needed
documents and settling the
un-deliverables will help the
program move forward. Targets
should be plotted considering
2

scan to see Native Goat
Dispersal Project
interventions received
by 16 FAs

Also, goat manure is mostly used in
organic farming, and by selling this
fertilizer, the groups can earn extra
income.

According to the members, aside from
the possibility of marketing and earning
from the meat, milk, and other goat
products, the goats will also help in the
removal of weeds in the farm which will
lessen the farmers’ usage of harmful
herbicides.

The distribution, facilitated by SAAD
12 Deputy Focal Person Elma Delante

the 2022 Election ban”, Ms. Montecillo
added.

B. Ibarra, Institutional Development
Services (IDS) Acting Chief Soledad Bensi,
General Services Section (GS) Chief Joseph
Rommel Bascar, Ligaya A. Ebarita from
Agriculture Marketing Assistance Division
(AMAD), Engr. Roy Manzano and Engr.
Marcial T. Agad from Regional Agricultural
Engineering Division (RAED), Bohol
Provincial Focal Ian Egam, Negros

During the workshop, concerned
sections of the regional office were
invited to craft solutions and
recommendations for the program.
Each province proposed training that
will help the project implementers
improve. As suggested by General
Service Section Chief Joseph Rommel
Bascar, SAAD staff are encouraged to
research ahead and utilize manpower
with a field of expertise before
conducting the proposed training.
Each Provincial Program Management
Support Office (PPMSO) was tasked
to report updates on continuing
projects, 2022 targets, calendar of
activities, SAAD Saga plans, and Ani
at Kita highlights. Meanwhile,
Ms. Montecillo presented updates on
possible SAAD extension for Phase 2
which includes criteria for selection,
such as 5th-6th class local government
units. She asked assistance from
provincial and area coordinators to
complete the targets.
Present in the activity were Administrative
and Finance Division Chief Melquiades

and provincial staff in coordination
with the 8 local government units
(LGUs), was assisted by the 72nd
Infantry Battalion. ###

Oriental, Siquijor, and Bohol
Provincial Coordinators, Area
Coordinators, Action Officers,
Siquijor and Bohol Information
Technology staff, Administrative
Officers, Regional Budget Officer,
Training Coordinator, and the
rest of SAAD RPMSO staff. ###
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10 Cotabato FAs
receive livestock,
hybrid corn, and
pinakbet seeds
from DA-SAAD
12
by Aisa L. Tina, Jennifer A. Valcobero

16 FAs in Sarangani and Sultan Kudarat benefit...from p. 1

Distributed projects are under SAAD’s FY
2021 Carabao (Php 217,600) and Horse (Php
617,300) Dispersal Projects.
In Sultan Kudarat, 6 FAs ( 210 members)
from municipalities of President Quirino and
Esperanza received 8 carabaos and 14 horses
to support in their farming activities such as
land preparation and hauling of mixed-crop
harvests.
Meanwhile, 10 FAs (250 members) from
Maasim, Kiamba, Maitum, Alabel, Malungon,
and Malapatan, Sarangani accepted 13 horses
which can be used to pull plows, haul crops,
and clear fields.

Also present in the distribution were President
Quirino Municipal Mayor Ma. Katrina Buena F.
Sandigan, Acting Mun. Vice Mayor Liwayway B.
Dumrigue, Municipal Agriculturist Engr. Onopre
P. Asuncion, Esperanza Vice Mayor Basilio D. San
Miguel, Municipal Agriculturist Jaime Uaza, SB
Member Larry Acana, SB Member Vincent Limson
and OPAG PA- Estela S. Hallegado.###
scan to see a a full list
of FAs in Sarangani and
Sultan Kudarat’s livestock
interventions

COTABATO, February 23, 2022 - Small ruminants,
carabao, hybrid corn seeds, and pinakbet seeds
were provided to 10 farmers’ associations (FA) from
Carmen, Kabacan, Libungan, Pigcawayan, and
Midsayap, Cotabato by the Special Area for Agricultural
Development (SAAD) Program of the Department of
Agriculture Region 12 on February 21 and 23.
Cadiis and Kapanapakan FAs (50 members) received 28
goats (16 does, 2 bucks) which they will raise for meat
and milk production. This project is under the FY 2021
Goat Production Project worth Php 190,400.
Under the Carabao Dispersal Project (Php 81,600),
Makabangon Langon FA (25 members) received three
carabaos which they will use for land preparation and
hauling of their mixed-crop harvests.
Bangilan FA (91 members) received the Php 161,599.60
Corn Production Project which included 40 bags of
hybrid corn seeds, to be cultivated in the group’s
consolidated area of 20 hectares.
Meanwhile, 6 groups (175 members) of vegetable
growers received pinakbet seeds which will be grown
in each member’s 200 square meters of backyard area.
Each pack of mixed seeds includes ampalaya, squash,
okra, eggplant, sitao, and tomato.
Mr. Mojahid S. Macalipat, president of Makabangon
Langon FA, shared how grateful they are to be the
recipients of SAAD’s carabao dispersal project.
“Taos-puso po kaming nagpapasalamat sa DA-SAAD 12 sa
tulong na naiabot nila sa aming asosasyon, napakalaking
tulong po nito sa pang-araw-araw naming pamumuhay.
Isa po ito sa paraan upang kami ay makabangon mula sa
pagkalugmok na dulot ng pandemya. Naway pagpalain po
kayo ng Allah. Maraming salamat po,” Mr. Macalipat said.
(We are sincerely grateful to DA-SAAD 12 for the help
they have extended to our association, it has been a
huge help in our daily lives. This is one of the solutions
for us to recover from the sudden crisis for farmers
because of the pandemic. May Allah bless you. Thank
you very much.)
The simultaneous distributions were facilitated by SAAD
Cotabato Team Leader Jocelyn C. Sugabo and provincial
staff.
Present in the activity were Pigcawayan Mayor Jean
Dino Roquero, Municipal Agriculturist (MA) Ma. Luisa
Bueno, Libungan acting MA Teresita Testado, Kabacan
MA Tessie M. Nidoy, and Carmen MA Gregorio Pulido Jr.
###

scan to see full list of
Interventions received
by the 10 Cotabato FAs
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The intervention is part of the Integrated Lowland
Vegetable, Fruit Trees, and Goat Production
Project worth Php 1,250,000 funded by the
program under FY 2021.
Since the group is gearing up on the establishment
of a goat multiplier farm, a pure breed was
procured to produce upgraded goats that will
allow them to earn more. According to Assistant
Agricultural Program Coordinating Officer
Raponcel Saguilot, DVM, Nubian is a good
reed for meat and milk production that would
lead to additional ventures
in the future.
Four RFA were identified as caretakers of the
purebred stocks as agreed upon by the members.
The caretakers will be providing goat shelters in
four sites, as required by the program, after
having been validated by the Provincial Office
for Veterinary Services and SAAD staff prior to its
dispersal which is meant to prevent further stress
that may lead to sickness of said stocks.
Dr. Saguilot inspected the stocks and delivered a
short orientation on the basics of managing a
purebred goat. Training for caretakers and other
RFA goat raisers was also suggested to help

Volume 4 • Issue 3.1

the farmers reduce their cost input without
compromising the goats’ health.
Meanwhile, Municipal Agriculturist Isabelo
Dawaton, on behalf of the local government unit
(LGU) of Rizal, reminded that good management
and their unity will lead to the project’s success.
“Masapul nga tarimaanen tayu daytuy nga naiyeg
tapnu iti kasta agprodukto metlang. Agkaykaysa kayu
ket sapay kuma ta agsuccess daytuy nga proyekto
tapnu agbalin nga supplier iti kalding ti RFA,”
Dawaton said.
(We need to take care of these provided
interventions for it to become productive. You
must be united and I hope that this project will
be a success so that RFA will soon be a supplier
of goat.)
The LGU will also assist the beneficiaries in
registering the goats under the Philippine Crop
Insurance Corporation (PCIP) for the stocks to be
insured.
SAAD Kalinga and its partner implementers are
set to provide technical assistance and thorough
monitoring to ensure the project’s sustainability
and success. ###

TOWARDS CBE's

NegOr farmers thankful to DA-SAAD’s program –
earn more than Php 400K from livestock
by Jolina Daño

(I earned Php 35,000.00 from my cattle.
Even if we lack sleep from last night’s
auction, we are still happy with the
outcome. All of our cattle were sold.)
The total gross sales of the 15 members
who joined the auction reached more
than Php 400,000. Beneficiaries of the
SAAD program who received cattle can
sell their animals twice, as specified in
the memorandum of agreement (MOA)
of the backyard cattle fattening program
in 2021.
“Nagpasalamat mi sa SAAD nga
nakadawat mi ug baka. Wa mi gadahom
nga makadawat diay mi ani ug
gapasalamat mi kay adunay gobyerno
nga naghuna-huna kanamo,” she added.
(We are grateful to the SAAD program
for giving us this project. We didn’t
expect to receive this intervention. We
can feel that we are really valued.)
NEGROS ORIENTAL, February
21, 2022 - Through the FY 2021
Backyard Cattle Fattening project
of the Department of Agriculture
-Special Area for Agricultural
Development (DA-SAAD), three
(3) farmer associations earn an
additional income worth Php
443,830 in a cattle auction held
in Brgy. Tayak, Siaton, Negros
Oriental.
On February 13 and 14, 2022,
the Mainit Tayak Farmers and
Fishers Association (MTFFA),
Tayak Proper Farmers
4

Association, and Cabangahan Tayak
Farmers Association with five members
each, joined a cattle auction in Bacong
Auction Market, Siaton, Negros Oriental.
MTFFA president Adelina Kilapkilap is
grateful to SAAD for the unexpected
income from selling her cattle at the
auction market.
“Nakahalin ko ug treinta y sinko mil gikan
sa akong baka karon. Bisan kulang mi ug
tulog, okay ra gihapon. Sadya ra gihapon
ming 15 kabuok kay nahalin ang tanan
namong baka,” Ms. Kilapkilap stated.

Despite being first-timers, the farmers’
marketing and negotiation skills were
tested. The FAs promised to monitor
their interventions consistently to
produce quality cattle and have a
better sale on the next auction.
Way Forward
According to SAAD Focal Mae
Montecillo, under the MOA, the
members who are able to sell their
cattle are to allocate 30% to their
respective associations as a sustainability
scheme of the project. The collective

income made more than Php
130,000, which will be used to buy
cattle for other members who have
not received their share during the
initial distribution.
The 15 beneficiaries assured to
sustain the project. After completing
their obligation to their associations,
some will still continue fattening
while others can diversify to
supplementary agribusiness
endeavors such as cattle
production, meat processing,
and livestock raising. ###
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scan to see
SVGDA’s income
from duck egg
selling

by Jovinel M. Gianan
CATANDUANES, February 21, 2022 - Composed
of 20 members, San Vicente Gigmoto Duck Association
(SVGDA) reported a gross income of Php 46,450 from
selling fresh table eggs to the community. This is a
substantial outcome from the FY 2021 Duck Production
Project of the Department of Agriculture’s Special Area
for Agricultural Development (SAAD) Program.
Interventions provided to the group in August 17,
2021 include 400 ducks, 180 bags of layer feeds, 120
bags of grower feeds, 80 pieces (pcs) of linear feeder,
80 pcs of drinker/waterer, 40 laminated sacks, and 8
rolls of plastic screen, amounting Php 672,000.
Members put and managed the ducks in a communal
area measuring 300 square meters (sqm) in
San Vicente, Gigmoto.
Duck production income
Through proper poultry management, the group
started to gather eggs after two months. An average
of 158 eggs was collected per day.
The eggs were then sold by tray in small (Php 130),

medium (Php 150), and large (Php
200) sizes. Each tray contains 30
pieces.
In 2021, the group had an initial
income of Php 21,600. As of
February 19, 2022, the revenue
from selling fresh eggs reached
Php 46,450.
The group, who market their
products at Gigmoto public
market and walk-in customers,
allocated their income for the
group’s fund and operating
expenses.
Ms. Elena J. Garcia, SVGDA
president shared that their
association already had an
agreement to supply five trays
of eggs to an eatery in town.

If the market demand of the duck because we have a program
eggs is low, each member receives like this. We will continue to help
a tray of eggs for consumption.
each other to sustain this project.
Thank you, SAAD.)
This is to maintain the fresh
quality of eggs and refrain from
Further, SVGDA started trying to
spoilage.
produce salted eggs, balut, and
hatched duck eggs.
“Ga asa kami, an samuyang bilog
na association na maipadagos
In the first two years, the ducks
an SAAD Program kasi dakulang
are generally productive, and
tuwang sa samuyang kasaradayan. then it will gradually decrease
Nagpapasalamat kami ta igwang
laying eggs until their retirement
programang arog kaini. Padagos
age of 5 to 7 years. ###
kaming maturuwangan nganing
maipadagos ini. Mabalos SAAD,”
said Ms. Garcia.
(The whole association is
hoping that the SAAD program
will continue because this is a
big help to us. We are thankful

Php 21k initial
income of 15
poultry raisers
in Catanduanes
reported
by Jovinel M. Gianan, Angelica A. Blanco
CATANDUANES, February 28,
2022 - Fifteen (15) members
of Suchan Chicken Raiser’s
Association (SCRA) in barangay
Suchan, Bagamanoc started
earning from the FY 2021
Native Chicken Production and
Feeds Enterprise Development
Project of the Department of
Agriculture’s Special Area for
Agricultural Development (DASAAD) Program.

pcs of chicken feeder, 80 pcs of chicken
drinker/waterer, 8 rolls of plastic screen/
nets, 1 unit of freezer, 8 plastic drums, 5
crates, 2 weighing scale, 3 large container,
50 dozen of egg trays, 3 pcs of trays, and 5
pcs of cauldrons/pot.

Provided to the group in July
2021, SCRA received Php
656,600 poultry-related inputs
which include 400 native
chickens (kabir), 40 pieces (pcs)
laminated sacks, 120 bags of
chicken layer feeds, 80 bags
of chicken grower feeds, 80

Four months after the distribution of
poultry inputs, the group reported that
they started to gather at least 80-100 eggs
per day and sold them at Php 5 per piece.

At an approximate 400 square meters
communal poultry area, the group
assigned two to three members each
day for maintenance, stock feeding, and
collecting of eggs.

From December 20, 2021 to February 17,
2022, a total of Php 21,150 was earned
from selling fresh table eggs to their

neighbors and walk-in customers.
Their income was allocated for the
expansion of their chicken housing
(bamboo and nipa), since they received
an incubator from the program in 2020.
The artificial method in hatching of eggs
will increase their number of stocks and
eventually increase their revenue.
Once the chicken will be at their
sustainable production and lay more
eggs, only then can the members get
their percentage from the total revenue
while the balance will be allotted for
project sustainability.
Also, for project sustainability,
they have started producing salted and
pickled eggs which they plan to venture
into in the coming months. ###
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Bitter taste, sweet success...from page 1

The said venture is under the
Department of Agriculture –
Special Area for Agricultural
Development (DA-SAAD) Program’s
Vegetable Production Project worth
Php 674,200. In November 2021, the
group cultivated their 800-square
meter (sqm) communal farm after
receiving the interventions.
After a month and a half, PARC
farmers started harvesting from
January 11 to February 8, 2022
yielding 211 kg of ampalaya. They
sold their produce to neighbors and
adjacent sitios at Php 80/kg earning
the group Php 16,920.
Joel Aspera, president of PARC,
expressed his gratitude to the
program for providing them the
agricultural assistance and an
additional source of income to
support their families’ daily needs.

money because of the vegetable project
that SAAD gave. Since we are able to
minimize our expenses, our capital for
rolling increased and income was good.)

“Tuman gid ang amon pagpasalamat
sa SAAD Program. Diri sa amon
uma sang una dako ang amon gasto
sa pagbakal sang binhi, abuno kag
mga gamit sa pagpanguma, subong
naka-save gid kami tungod sa
vegetable project nga ginhatag sang
SAAD. Tungod nga nabuhinan ang
amon expenses, nadunganan ang
amon kapital nga magrolling kag
nangin okay gid ang amon income,”
said Mr. Aspera.

Mr. Aspera likewise thanked SAAD
for the capacity-building and technical
training on Vegetable Production and
Enterprise Development provided to
Pasto farmers. The training provided a
refresher on farm practices for efficient
and independent food production.

(We are very thankful to the SAAD
Program. In our farm way back
then, we spend money buying
seeds, fertilizer and farm tools.
Right now, we are able to save

6

Challenges
Ampalaya, which is a member of the
Cucurbitaceae family, is susceptible to
soilborne diseases such as bacterial
wilt with incidence and severity
aggravated by excess soil moisture.
Aside from diseases, pests such as fruit
flies cause severe losses in ampalaya.
To address these issues, the farmers

practice pruning unproductive lateral
vines and regularly remove damaged
and deformed fruits while still young
to prevent nutrient competition. The
group also installed low-cost protective
structures made of bamboos, used
attractants, and immediately wrapped
developing fruits to protect it from
insects.
Transporting their produce to the
town market also became a challenge
for PARC since majority of the locals
traverse long stretches of rugged
roads just to get to the poblacion –
approximately 60 kilometers from
Barangay Magticol. A “habal-habal”
is available but farmers have to pay a
round trip fare of Php 200 and an
additional Php 100 for their agricultural
products. For now, the group sells to
their community, neighboring sitios
and barangays.

Plans
The cooperative is aiming to expand
their market linkages in the town proper to access more buyers. Citing initial
talks with other members, Aspera said
that they plan to purchase a vehicle to
transport their produce to the market.
Furthermore, they intend to venture in
value-adding products such as pickled
vegetables which they learned from
the Enterprise Development Training
conducted by the program in October
2021.
They are expecting to harvest squash
and eggplant from their vegetable
garden on March 2022. ###
scan to see PARC's
interventions and
ampalaya selling
income
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DIRECTOR IN ACTION

Director Mula visits OccMin to further improve
SAAD projects
by Dianne Francis A. Sy

OCCIDENTAL MINDORO, FEBRUARY 28, 2022 - Department of Agriculture –
Special Area for Agricultural Development (DA-SAAD) National Director Myer
G. Mula, Ph.D. visited Abra de Ilog and Paluan in Mamburao-Abra de IlogPaluan-Sablayan (MAPSA) area to monitor and provide advice to the farmer
associations (FA) and livelihood projects in the province.
The director’s team, with MIMAROPA Regional Technical Director Elmer T.
Ferry, Municipal Agriculture Officer (MAO) Julius Judelito Amodia, and other
SAAD regional staff, briefly met with the all-women Blessed Corean Swine
Raisers Association (BCSRA) in Brgy. Balao, Abra de Ilog.Because of their
success in swine raising and entrepreneurship, the director encouraged the
association to continue with their sustainability efforts.
The association started with 10 gilts and one boar awarded to the group as
part of SAAD’s swine production project in 2019. Currently, the association
earned Php 821,530 from selling 303 piglets and fatteners.
In addition, the group has established an agricultural supplies stall along the
highway of Brgy. Balao, Abra de Ilog in partnership with DOLE, increasing the
association’s revenue and enabling the members to receive yearly dividends.
Brgy. Balao, where the swine raisers are situated, is one of the End Local
Communist Armed Conflict (ELCAC) areas in the province.
Ilocano-Mangyan Vegetable Growers of Abra de Ilog
The second stop of the director’s visit is Mabunga Vegetable Farmers
Association located in Brgy. Cabacao, Abra de Ilog, the group is composed
of indigenous people (IP) led by an Ilocano chairperson Ms. Nelly Alcantara.
Noted for their success in vegetable production and farming practices, the
farmers showcased their fields adorned with rows of upo, green pepper,
and pakbet vegetables such as string beans, bitter gourd, squash, and
eggplant.
Ms. Alcantara shared that because of bulk harvest, the association was able
to supply vegetables once to Kadiwa ni Ani at Kita mobile palengke through
the Municipal Agriculture Office (MAO). If the mobile palengke could not
accommodate their produce, the group ships their vegetables to nearby
towns with Batangas being the farthest.
Farmer-Researchers
The IP vegetable producers learned through experience techniques and
technologies such as crop rotation to maintain and replenish soil nutrients
and planting crops best suited to the weather to avoid crop damage and
achieve optimum production.

They have also learned that there are
certain crops such as upo and bitter
gourd that are not suited to be planted
near each other.
“Natutunan namin na hindi pwedeng
pagtabihin ang ampalaya at upo.
Nagiging mapait ang bunga ng upo dahil
sa pollination ng ampalaya,” Ms. Alcantara
shared.
(We learned that bitter gourd and upo
should not be planted side by side. Upo’s
fruits become bitter because of the bitter
gourd’s pollination.)
The program identified pest
management and post-harvest training
to be ideal activities to further improve
the group’s vegetable production.
Dir. Mula instructed the association to
map the crops to be planted in the
communal garden with a detailed
schedule to prevent diseases and
maximize soil nutrients.
The group was also advised to
strengthen their record-keeping practices,
and work with DA-SAAD Region IV-B and
MAO to boost their enterprise through
product branding.
The association was able to expand their
production area from 10 hectares (ha)
to 17 hectares and build a hub where
the group holds their regular meetings
through their revenues from vegetable
production.

Laying FA (PaCLayFA). The association,
with 29 members, has produced
89,646 eggs and has earned a gross
income of Php 569,325.00 since
December 2021.
The association received two different
breeds of RTL chicken from the program – the Lohmann breed from the
first batch awarded in October 2021
and Hisex breed from the second
batch turned over in September 2022
as part of repopulation.
Different yields, behaviors, and
physiological diversities among the
two breeds were noted by PaCLayFA
members. Dir. Mula instructed the
group to continue observing the
most suitable and profitable for the
association’s egg production.
Their observation will be used as a
basis on what breed will be bought for
the group’s next repopulation.
In addition, the SAAD Director
advised the association to pursue a
third set of RTL chicken to sustain egg
production when culling or livestock
replacement is needed.
Project monitoring and evaluation
are part of SAAD’s Program
Management component to help
ensure efficient and effective
program implementation. ###

Ready to Lay Chicken Egg Producers in
Paluan
The last stop for MAPSA area’s visit is
the Ready to Lay (RTL) chicken egg
producers in Paluan – Paluan Chicken
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DEVELOPMENT

GIDA, ELCAC areas receive 5,000 abaca plantlets
from DA-SAAD 11
by James Brian R. Flaga

DAVAO DE ORO, February 17, 2022 - Forty (40) beneficiaries from two
farmers’ associations (FAs) in New Bataan, Davao de Oro received 5,000
abaca plantlets as part of SAAD Region 11’s livelihood interventions in
Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged Areas (GIDAs) and End Local
Communist Armed Conflict (ELCAC) areas.
Magsandig Uduan SLP Association in Manurigao and Pagsabangan Corn
Farmer Association in Pagsabangan enjoyed 2,500 abaca plantlets each,
alongside fertilizers (15 sacks of complete and urea for both FAs), digging
bars, and bolos to support their 4.5-hectare abaca production.
A month ago, SAAD Region 11 also distributed abaca stripping machines to
both FAs to assist their existing abaca harvests.
Read at http://saad.da.gov.ph/2022/01/19-dabawenyo-fas-benefit-from-saadsabaca-stripping-machines/.
Barangays Manurigao and Pagsabangan, two of the farthest, most
inaccessible GIDAs and ELCAC identified areas in SAAD Region 11’s list
of beneficiaries, have a long history of insurgency.
Manurigao is a 4-hour (back-and-forth) uphill journey from downtown
New Bataan, with steep inclines in some parts, exacerbated by slippery
terrain. To reach the area, the team from SAAD 11, Provincial Agriculturist’s
and Veterinarian’s Offices, and New Bataan Municipal Agriculturist’s Office
(MAGRO) needed to ride a 6w 6X6 truck, locally known as “sadam”.
Pagsabangan, on the other hand, requires crossing rivers and unpaved
roads, infested by leeches, and only accessible by “skylab”, a local
motorcycle outfitted with planks of wood to accommodate passengers.
“Dako kaayo mi ug pasalamat kay wala jud mapakyas ang mga gipangsaad
gikan sa pag-training pa lang. Kay layo jud kaayo ning amoa, lisod jud ang
dalan, pero niabot jud ang mga kaayohan. Kaning mga projects nga amoang
nadawat, amoa jung palamboon,“ Chairperson Jaymar Lino of Magsandig
Uduan SLP Association, said.
(We are grateful because the interventions promised did arrive. Our area
is remote, the road is difficult, but still, it arrived. These projects that we
received, we’ll sustain and develop.)
He added, “Amoang plano ani, amoang amomahon ang mga gipanghatag.
Kaning abaca, itanom sa amoang area, ug kung naa nay abot, makaincome
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pud ang asosasyon.”
(Our plans for this is that we’ll take good care of everything that was given.
Those abaca plantlets, we’ll plant in our respective areas, then when the time
comes for harvest, the association will gain income as well.)
“Ang SAAD, kay special man jud ni siya nga programa, muadto jud sa atong mga
beneficiary bisan layo. Mao atoang mandato, ug kinahanglan ni mahitabo para
makatabang ta sa atoang isig katawo, ug mubaba ang insurhensiya,” Naomi
Lamata, SAAD Region 11 Focal, reiterated.
(SAAD is a special program. We’ll go to our beneficiaries even when (their area
is) remote. That’s our mandate, and we need it to happen to help our fellow
Filipinos and lessen insurgency.)
For both FAs, SAAD’s abaca production project cost a little more than half a
million pesos. The plantlets, Tangongon and Bolonganon varieties were
reviously hardened and acclimatized, with coco coir as soil media, at least
two months from pricking, and six inches in height.
Tangongon, specifically, has the potential to yield 800kg/hectare in dried fiber.
In Davao de Oro, fully-stripped abaca fibers sell at a Php 60-70 range per kilo.
Both FAs have also previously received 135 mallard ducks, feeds, and biologics
to boost the associations’ enterprising potentials. ###
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Southern Leyte FA remains
resilient amid adversity
by Jocelyn A. Cabaňas
SOUTHERN LEYTE, February 17, 2022 - Two months after the catastrophic
damage to infrastructure and agriculture brought by Typhoon Odette, a farmer
association (FA) in Liloan, Southern Leyte stays resilient and hopeful for the
continuation of the Department of Agriculture – Special Area for Agricultural
Development (DA-SAAD) Program in the region.
Due to the devastation caused by Typhoon Odette, some SAAD beneficiaries in
Southern Leyte felt they were not yet ready to undertake the proposed big-ticket
projects to be implemented in the province, namely: a minimart, meatshop, and
a balut/salted egg enterprise. These intended projects were then substituted to
livelihood production projects from the other four (4) SAAD–covered provinces in
the region to assist the calamity–battered farmers.

scan to see San
Isidro Farmers
Association's
received
interventions

before Typhoon Odette
Though still recovering from the typhoon’s aftermath,
the 15-member San Isidro Farmers Association
(SIFA) requested that the minimart project be
retained, since the association originally proposed
to embark on the venture. SIFA justified that because
of the association’s sufficient funds, managing and
sustaining the minimart is viable.
On February 2, 2022, a coordination meeting
attended by Municipal Agriculturist Nanneth Aquiatan,
Agricultural Provincial Coordinating Officer Gabriel
Baugbog, Provincial Coordinator Jocelyn Cabanas,
Area Coordinator Lourdes Abueva, and SIFA President
Ida Manual was held at the Municipal Agriculture
Services Office in Liloan. During the discussion, it was
agreed that the minimart project will be retained, with
SIFA managing it.
“Maningkamot jud mi nga dili masayang ang injong
pagsalig nga ipabilin namo ang minimart project.
Among ampingan ang guihatag nga oportunidad sa
SAAD sa among asosasyon. Palambuon pa ni namo,

after Typhoon Odette

pinaagui sa nahabilin nga mga anay, baktin, ug pondo
namo,” SIFA President Manual said.
(We will do our best that this minimart project
entrusted to us by SAAD will not be wasted by
taking good care of this rare opportunity. We will
even make it prosper with the use of our remaining
resources–the sows, piglets, and existing funds.
SIFA, Over the years
SIFA, which started in 2003, is a Department of Labor
and Employment (DOLE) registered association based
in Brgy. San Isidro, Liloan. It was selected as one of
the four recipients of the FY 2020 Swine Production
Project worth Php 633,131,000.
In August 2021, the group received various
interventions from SAAD such as breeder gilts. To
prepare them for the program, members attended
capability-building activities and swine production
training prior to receiving the project.

As the typhoon battered Southern Leyte in 2021,
SIFA’s swine housing was not spared and was
destroyed; consequently, only 8 sows survived
the aftermath. Before the typhoon hit, the swine
production project operated smoothly, and SIFA
was able to open a time deposit and savings
account at Cebu People’s Coop in Liloan. As of the
end of January 2022, the association has a total
savings of Php 121,882.00 with Php 16,882.00 as
cash on hand, Php 65,000 cash on bank, and Php
40,000.00 as time deposit. At present, the group
still has 40 piglets for weaning.
Though Typhoon Odette caused catastrophic
damages to infrastructures and the agriculture
sector in the region, it likewise taught a lesson of
strength and resiliency. SIFA was able to show that
falling several times is inevitable, but what matters
is how well one rises and moves forward after the
fall. ###
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